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NEVER FORGET.
Even though we guorontee your Elephant Flexible Disks to meet or beat all industry standards, we can't promise they'l l forever retain their memory- unless you
promise you'l l forever do (or don't do) the following things:

1. DON'T TOUCH THE
SHINY PARTS. (The exposed
"plastic" slits or dots that show through
the black paper liner.) And don't touch
them with a nything. They're vulnerable
to fingerp r ints, dust, coffee spil ls, ciga rette ashes, sneezes , and maybe even
dirty looks. The best way to keep things
from touching them is to keep the disks
inside their protective sleeves whenever you're not actually using them.

2. DON'T JAM THEM
INTO THEIR SLOTS. Ease
them gently into their drives, so they
don't bend, scratch, or otherwise
become offended.

3 . BEWARE OF MAGNETISM. The d isk's "memory"

4. HANDLE LIKE GLASS.
Which means don't bend them, sit on
them, drop things on them, use them to
prop up table legs, etc. If you do so,
they will spite you.

5. KEEP THEM COMFORTABLE. Meaning between
50 ° F to l 25 ° Fahrenheit {l 0° to 52°
Celsius). Intense heat or cold can cause
lost memory or w eakened sensitivity.
As an egregious generality, though, if
the room's comfortable enough for you,
it's more than comfortable enough for
your disks.

6. IF IT'S IMPORTANT,
COPY IT. Let's face ii: the informa-

tion on the disk is usually worth a
whole lot more than the price of the
comes from a critical arrangement of the disk. (Just in man-hours alone to recreate the stored information, let alone
tiny magnetic particles on the disk's
in what it could cost you if something
surface. Therefore, exposing the disk to
like your entire accounts receivab le file
close contact with any kind of magnetic
should all of a sudden "forget.") So by
field (which you' l l find in and around
all means, if the data is valuable,
television sets, electric motors that run
make a copy of the disk and store it
fans, typewriters, air conditioners, etc.,
someplace safe- Ii ke a deposit box or
as well as the coils in most loudspeakfireproof vault.
ers) can muck up the arrangement of
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particles-and your disk will end up
either w ith amnesia or madness.
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